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ML-MRHBN100  |  ML-MRHBN150  |  ML-MRHBN230  |  ML-HB-REF  |  ML-HB-BR  |  ML-HB-REF-D  |  ML-MSC-1  |  ML-HB-60D

0-10V dimming
Unique fin cooling design
High efficacy 135-140lm/W
Polycarbonate lens with enhanced optics

The MR HBN range offers enhanced optics coupled with fantastic Lumileds chips giving 
solid output performance at ‘Mates Rates’. The MR HBN series offers new accessories 
to minimise glare, easy to install microwave sensors and remote programming. The MR 
HBN series is covered with M-Elec’s 5-year warranty and able to be covered by M-Worlds 
on-site warranty  www.melec.com.au/m-world

Due to our policy of continuous product improvement, we reserve the right to discontinue or update  product specifications  
or designs at any time without notice. Please visit www.melec.com.au for the latest information on our products.

*Total power consumed including driver
** Life span is calculated on expected average lifespan
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ML-MRHBN100 ML-MRHBN150 ML-MRHBN230
Total power consumed: 100W 150W 230W

Power supply: 100-277VAC Integrated driver 100-277VAC Integrated driver 100-277VAC Integrated driver

Frequency: 50/60Hz 50/60Hz 50/60Hz

Input current: 1.4A 1.8A 2.8A

Power factor: >0.9 >0.9 >0.9

Lumen output: 14,000lm 20,250lm 31,050lm

Efficacy: 140lm/W 135lm/W 135lm/W

Colour temperature: 5,000K 5,000K 5,000K

CRI: 80+ 80+ 80+

Beam angle: 90 Degrees 90 Degrees 90 Degrees

Dimmable: Yes (0-10V) Yes (0-10V) Yes (0-10V)

LED Life: 50,000hrs** 50,000hrs** 50,000hrs**

Connection: 2M Flex & plug 2M Flex & plug 2M Flex & plug

Net weight: 2kg 2.5kg 4.3kg

Material type: ADC12 Aluminum heat sink  with Akzonobel powder coating

Temperature range: -40°C to +40°C -40°C to +40°C -40°C to +40°C

IK Rating IK10 IK10 IK10

IP rating: IP65 IP65 IP65

Accessories: Surface mounted bracket microwave sensor (in housing) and remote (for microwave sensor)- suitable for all models - other accesso-
ries not suitable on 100W.  A poly carbonate refractor, drop lens, cone lens.

MR Highbay Range
ML-MRHBN100, ML-MRHBN150 & ML-MRHBN230 & Accessories

5 year w arranty
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PLEASE NOTE MAINTENANCE

1. Before commencing installation or maintenance,  
ensure electricity is switched off at the mains 
2. Remove existing light and disconnect any unsuitable wiring OR install  
the new highbay by the suitable mounting method (see PIC.1 & PIC.2) 
3. Ensure you install a ‘fail safe’ in case the initial supports fail on the highbay 
4. Plug the new highbay into the power outlet 
(Optional) For connections to 0-10V control or dimming, connect  
directly to the 0-10V cable coming from the power supply 
5. Test the highbay for safety and performance

SENSOR
ML-MSC-1

1. Make sure the power has been turned off before maintenance or repairing. 
2. Clean the lens cover regularly to maintain high transmission of light. 
3. Clean the dust from the reflector and heat sink regularly. 
to keep sound heat dispersion. 
4. Be careful not to use water or a corrosive solution  
for cleaning, preferably with a dry cloth.

PLEASE FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS  
FOR CORRECT INSTALLATION:

•To avoid the risk of fire, explosion, or electric shock, this product  
should be installed, inspected, and maintained by a qualified  
electrician only, in accordance with all applicable electrical codes.  
•To avoid electric shock make sure the electrical power is OFF  
before and during installation and maintenance. 
• To avoid risk of explosion do not install where the marked operating temperatures 
exceed the ignition temperature of the hazardous atmosphere. Do not operate in 
ambient temperatures above those indicated on the luminaire nameplate.

PICTURE 1 PICTURE 2

REFRACTOR
ML-HB-REF

MOUNTING OPTIONS    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PACKAGING INFORMATION 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

     The above parameters are for reference, please refer to IES, DLC, LM79 report for details. 
   制作：                           检查中心审核：                               开发部审核：                            业务审核：                                核准：                   

MODEL 
INNER BOX 

SIZE 
MASTER 

CARTON SIZE Q’TY/CTN GW(KG) NW(KG) CUBICMETER(M³) 

TLHBN50-100PXYYZZ - 280*280*147mm 1   0.0115 

TLHBN150PXYYZZ - 305*305*165mm 1   0.0153 

TLHBN230PXYYZZ - 375*375*175mm 1   0.0246 
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HBN 150-230W   needs accessory "D" when install the reflector

JI
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 A: Housing      B: Ring / Hook     C: NPS Pipe      D: Adapter      E: AL reflector -16"
 F: PC reflector -16"       G: Yoke adapter        H: Yoke   I: PC bottom cover
 J: Type Y PC bottom cover

hook installation pendant installation yoke installation
A+B A+C A+G+H

A+B+D+E A+C+D+E A+G+H+D+E

A+B+D+F A+C+D+F A+G+H+D+F

A+B+D+F+I A+C+D+F+I A+G+H+D+F+I

A+B+D+F+J A+C+D+F+J A+G+H+D+F+J

REFRACTOR DROP BODY & LENS KIT
ML-HB-REF-D
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INSTALLING ML-MRHB-REF  
& ML-HB-REF-D

1. Unscrew the screws from the high  
bay around the outside edge 
2. Place the ML-HB-REF against the 
 high bay and align the screw points 
3. Install the screws through the ML-HB-REF  
and tighten 
 

INSTALLING ML-HB-BR

1. Remove the existing high bay ring  
by screwing it anti-clockwise motion 
2. Install the bracket in the required  
position using suitable fixing methods 
3. Place the high bay on the bracket and  
align the fixing bolts on the side of the unit 
4. Install the supplied bracket bolts and ensure  
all other adjustable points are securely tightened

BRACKET MOUNT 
ML-HB-BR

INSTALLING ML-MSC-1

1. Install the sensor into the junction box housing by pushing the thread into the  
plastic housing and tightening the nut onto the thread from the inside of the box.  
2. Install the high bay dimmer wire and high bay input power cable into the junction box through  
through the glands on one side (not the back) and tighten when the length is correct for termination.  
3. Wire the sensor according to the wiring diagram.  
4. Install the sensor box cover in place.  Secure the cover with an M3 screw. 
5. Install the sensor box in place making sure to use the correct M5 screw to fix it into place.  
6. If safe to do so, power the unit up and program using the supplied remote

OPTIONAL FOR ML-HB-REF-D

1. Fix the ML-HB-REF-D to the base of the  
ML-HB-REF by pre-installing the base  
diffuser to the ML-HB-REF and then installing  
the ML-HB-REF-D onto the ML-HB-REF and  
twisting until the screw holes align.  
2. Using the supplied securing screws, screw them into 
the pre-defined holes ensuring the whole unit is secure

MR Highbay Range
ML-MRHBN100, ML-MRHBN150 & ML-MRHBN230 & Accessories
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Wide range of working voltage (100~277VAC)
Built-in sunlight sensor
Built-in dimming function to easily adjust the luminance of fixtures
The function can be set by IR remote controller
Wide detection range and 10M maximum installation height

Microwave sensor with bracket suitable for use with high bays and NOX 
V3 models. Comes with 1-10V outputs to dim and control lighting to 
maximum efficiency. Comes with remote for easy programming from a 
distance.

ML-HB-MSC-1
Input voltage: 100-277VAC 50/60Hz 

Detection area: Max 10m installation heights. Max 16m coverage areas

Hold time: 5s / 2min / 5min

Sensor principle: Microwave motion detector

Microwave frequency: 5.8G±75MHz,ISM wave band

Turn on brightness: 30-60Lux (Reference value)

Turn off brightness: 100-150Lux (Reference value)

Detection angle: 150°(wall installation), 360°(Ceiling installation)

Motion detection: 0.5~3m/s

Operating temperature: -35°C~60°C

IP Rating: IP65

Sensor 
ML-HB-MSC-1

5 year w arranty

E Earth
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50%+0%/100%+2min

Cancel timer mode

MMLL--HHBB--MMSSCC--11

Hibernation - the sensor stops working 
and goes into hibernation. 
Press any other key to re-enter the 
working.

Press any other key to realize the 
function of the key itself.

Factory Reset
Test Button

100%+0%/100%+2min1 00%+20%/100%+2min 50%+20%/100%+2min

6S

Sensitivity setting of microwavesensor
(Keys only work in microwave mode)

Microwave mode /Microwave Setting

Duration time Setting after microwave trigger
(Keys only work in microwave mode)

Standby time setting of microwave mode
(Keys only work in microwave mode)

Time Bucket mode 1,2 
(Keys only work with 

photocell mode)

Photocell threshold value setting

Fixed mode / Luminance setting

Cancel photocell mode, 
but invalid in timer Mode 

and Bucket mode

1

/
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SENSOR  
ML-MSC-1

INSTALLING ML-MSC-1 ONTO HIGHBAY

1. Install the sensor into the junction box housing by pushing the thread into the  
plastic housing and tightening the nut onto the thread from the inside of the box.  
2. Install the high bay dimmer wire and high bay input power cable into the junction box through  
the glands on one side (not the back) and tighten when the length is correct for termination.  
3. Wire the sensor according to the wiring diagram.  
4. Install the sensor box cover in place.  
5. Install the sensor box in place making sure to use the correct M5 screw to fix it into place.  
6. If safe to do so, power the unit up and program using the supplied remote

Sensor 
ML-MSC-1


